
In the 2014-15 academic year,Y2 children are taught the pre-2014 programmes of study in English, maths and science, in preparation for 2015 teacher assessment. In2016,new tests will be available.

Autumn term English Maths Science

Stories with familiar settings Counting and partitioning Habitats

Recounts Securing number facts and understanding shape Health and growth

Reports and explanations Handling data and measures Variation

Instructions Calculating, measuring and understanding shape

Poetry Securing number facts, relationships and calculating

Spring term Instructions Counting and partitioning Growing plants

Explanations Securing number facts and understanding shape

Stories from other cultures Handling data and measures

Traditional tales Calculating, measuring and understanding shape

Stories by the same author Securing number facts, relationships and calculating

Poetry

Summer term Fantasy Counting and partitioning Ourselves

Reports Securing number facts and understanding shape

Poetry Handling data and measures

Recounts Calculating, measuring and understanding shape

Instructions Securing number facts, relationships and calculating



Computing Design and Technology Art and design

E-safety Designing, making, evaluating Collage

Coding Free standing structures The work of Andy Goldsworthy and Richard Long

Algorithms

Programs

Logical Reasoning

Control

Digital Research

General

Searching

E-safety Designing, making, evaluating Drawing - Mark making and responding imaginatively

E-communication Cooking and nutrition

Text and graphics Mechanisms 

Data Handling

E-safety Designing, making, evaluating Printmaking 

Text and graphics Textiles - Templates and joining techniques Positive and negative stencils

Digital media Clay slab prints

Models and simulations Direct prints

Printed designs



Geography History Music Physical Education

Human and physical geography Significant individuals -Queen Elizabeth II Singing Mastering basic movements

Seasonal and daily weather patterns Knights and castles

Geographical skills and fieldwork Visit to Raby Castle, Leeds Armoury

A study of the school, grounds and surrounding area

Locational knowledge

The countries and capitals and surrounding seas of the UK 

Geographical skills and fieldwork

Use world maps, atlases and globes 

Use of compass, directional language and aerial photos

Place knowledge - comparative study of the UK and a non-European country Changes within living memory

Relating to national life - transport, food, toys, homes Performing dances using simple movement patterns

Visit to Preston Park Museum

Locational knowledge Events beyond living memory Participating in team games and developing simple tactics

Continents and oceans Life of a significant individual in the past - Captain James Cook

Human and physical knowledge Visit to Captain Cook Museum

Use of basic geographical vocabulary



Personal, social, health and economic education Religious Education

Convention for the rights of the child

Drawing up a class charter for Rights and responsibilities Sacred texts - Islam

New beginnings Festivals, beliefs and practices - Christianity

Getting on and falling out

The right to play

The right to a home

Going for goals Sacred texts - Buddhism

Good to be me Festivals, beliefs and practices - Christianity

The right to nutritious food

Relationships Founders and leaders - Christianity

Changes Founders and leaders - Buddhism

The right to clean water

The right to be safe

Diversity

The right to be looked after within a family


